Congratulations for participating in the Infant Toddler Career Studies Certificate program through your local community college!

**Benefits of obtaining the INFANT TODDLER CAREER STUDIES CERTIFICATE:**

- Entry-level certification for employment in the field of early childhood
- Demonstration of foundation of knowledge working with infants and toddlers
- Supplement to a degree or credential outside the field of early childhood

The Virginia Infant and Toddler Specialist Network is providing incentives to each participant:

**Up to $1,000 in Gift Cards**

After you successfully complete applicable courses* with a final grade of 70% or greater, you could be awarded up to $1,000 worth of gift cards to use as funding allows!

**$200 gift card per three credit course with a grade of 70% or higher**

For questions or more information, contact:
Mary Sheldon, Professional Development Coordinator
(757) 378 - 3172   pd@va-itsnetwork.org

* Incentives will be provided for those infant and toddler caregivers who successfully complete courses and satisfy all incentive requirements toward obtaining a certificate as funding allows. Specific criteria may apply.
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